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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide the
selective communication method by which a caller
makes communication with a called party through a
communication means optimum to the called party
and to provide its communication system.
SOLUTION: A called party uses a communication
equipment 3 to access a communication system 5
via a network 1 and registers information relating to
a communication reception method such as a
communication method, a type of a communication
equipment, a telephone number and a mail address
convenient to the called party to a storage section
13 of the communication system Sin advance.;
Then a caller uses the communication equipment 3
to access the storage section 13 of the
communication system 5 via the network 1 to
receive the information as to the reception method
of the called party and makes communication with
the called party by using the communication method
most convenient to the called party.
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1) Machine Translation of the cited reference KKokai No.l0-336319)(revised
portions (0019) and (0031) are underlined and several terms are unified)

[Claim 1]A telephone, a facsimile, an Internet telephone which are
connected via a network, It is an alternative correspondence procedure
when communicating from the calling party to called party, using various
media, such as an E-mail, suitably, Register information about a receiving
method of the communication optimal for said action addressee into an
accumulating part of a communications system in which it is provided by
said network, and communication to said action addressee is faced, An
alternative correspondence procedure receiving receipt information which
starts the action addressee concerned from said accumulating part via a
network, choosing optimal media from this receipt information, and
performing communication with the action addressee concerned.
[ Claim 2] An alternative communications system characterized by
comprising the following when communicating from the calling party to
called party, using suitably various means of communication connected via
a network, such as a telephone, a facsimile, an Internet telephone, and an
E-mail.

An accumulating part into which it is provided in said network and receipt
information about a receiving method of communication of correspondence
procedure optimal for said action addressee, a kind of communication
equipment, a telephone number, a mail address, etc. is registered
beforehand.

A selecting means which receives receipt information which starts the
action addressee concerned from said accumulating part via a network on
the occasion of communication to said action addressee, and chooses
optimal means of communication from this receipt information.

[Claim 3]The alternative communications system according to claim 2,
wherein a correspondence procedure with receipt information optimal for
called party for every time zone about a receiving method of
communication accumulated in said accumulating part is registered.
[Claim 4]The alternative communications system according to claim 2
having a matching means which measures consistency with a means of
communication by the side of the addresser concerned to a means of
communication by the side of called party selected by said selecting means.

TECHNICAL FIELD
[Field of the Invention]
This invention A telephone, a facsimile (it is only hereafter written as FAX),
an Internet telephone, It is related with the alternative correspondence
procedure which communicates from the calling party to called party by
the optimal means of communication of called party in communication
between various media, such as WWW (World Wide Web) and an E-mail,
and its communications system.
PRIOR ART
[Description of the Prior Art]
In the conventional communications system, the addresser had to
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communicate in consideration of equipment of called party. Although the
addresser was able to convey the intention to the action addressee with the
sound via the telephone network etc. from telephone, the communication
equipment and the means of communication are not decided for the sake of
the calling party's convenience, and he was not necessarily able to perform
suitable communication to the convenience (time, action, etc.) of called
party.

[ 0003] The art which can perform suitable communication to the
convenience (time, action, etc.) of called party was not developed without
the calling party being conscious of the usable networks (a telephone
network, the Internet, etc.) of called party, and correspondence procedures
(voice communication, FAX communication, an E-mail, etc.).

[Effect of the Invention]

As explained above, in this invention, beforehand called party based on the
convenience of called party A correspondence procedure, Registering into
the accumulating part of the communications system the information about
the receiving method of the communication containing the kind of
communication equipment, a telephone number, and a mail address, the
calling party accesses said accumulating part, receives the information
about said receiving method, and communicates from this information to
called party using a correspondence procedure with the most sufficient
convenience of called party.

Therefore, the action addressee can receive communication by the optimal
means of communication by self convenience, does not have the calling
party's impossible communication request, and can always give priority to
self convenience.
The addresser can communicate with called party by the optimal means of
communication, without taking the communication equipment of called
party into consideration.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]
In a Prior art, since the network and correspondence procedure which are
used by the calling party's one-sided intention were decided, when the
network of called party, a correspondence procedure, and convenience
(time, action, etc.) of communication did not correspond with the calling
party's intention, communication was not materialized between the
addresser and the action addressee.
[0005]This invention was made in view of the above, and there is a place
made into the purpose in providing the alternative correspondence
procedure which can communicate from the calling party to called party by
the optimal means of communication for called party, and its

communications system.
[Means for Solving the Problem]
In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, this invention according to
claim 1, A telephone, a facsimile, an Internet telephone which are
connected via a network, It is an alternative correspondence procedure
when communicating from the calling party to called party, using various
media, such as an E-mail, suitably, Register information about a receiving



method of the communication optimal for said action addressee into an
accumulating part of a communications system in which it is provided by
said network, and communication to said action addressee is faced, Let it

be a gist to receive information about a receiving method which starts the
action addressee concerned from said accumulating part via a network, to
choose optimal media from this receipt information, and to perform
communication with the action addressee concerned.
[0007]If it is in this invention according to claim 1, based on convenience of
called party, beforehand called party as a correspondence procedure, For
example, a kind of communication equipment, a telephone number, a mail
address of the internet, Or information about a receiving method of various
communications of WWW etc. is registered into an accumulating part of a
communications system, Since the calling party accesses said accumulating
part, and receives receipt information about said receiving method and it

communicates from this information to called party using a correspondence
procedure with the most sufficient convenience of called party, the action
addressee can receive communication by optimal media by self
convenience.

[0008]A telephone to which this invention according to claim 2 is connected
via a network, It is an alternative communications system when
communicating from the calling party to called party, using suitably
various means of communication, such as a facsimile, an Internet telephone,
and an E-mail, An accumulating part into which it is provided in said
network and receipt information about a receiving method of
communication of correspondence procedure optimal for said action
addressee, a kind of communication equipment, a telephone number, a mail
address, etc. is registered beforehand, On the occasion of communication to
said action addressee, receipt information which starts the action addressee
concerned from said accumulating part via a network is received, and let it

be a gist to have a selecting means which chooses optimal means of
communication from this receipt information.
[0009]If it is in this invention according to claim 2, based on convenience of
called party, beforehand called party A correspondence procedure, Register
receipt information about a receiving method of communication of a kind
of communication equipment, a telephone number, a mail address, etc. into
an accumulating part of a communications system, and dispatch is faced,
Since said accumulating part is accessed, receipt information about said
receiving method is received and it communicates from selecting means
this information to called party using a correspondence procedure with the
most sufficient convenience of called party, the action addressee can receive
communication by optimal means of communication by self convenience,
t 0010] As for receipt information about a receiving method of
communication accumulated in an accumulating part in claim 2 statement,
it is preferred that it is that into which correspondence procedure optimal
for called party is registered for every time zone, It is good in it being
what measures consistency with a means of communication by the side of
the addresser concerned to a means of communication by the side of called
party selected furthermore by a selecting means.
[0011]
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[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is

described using a drawing. Drawing 1 is an entire configuration figure of
the alternative communications system which enforces the alternative
correspondence procedure concerning one embodiment of this invention. In
drawing 1, two or more communication equipment 3 and communications
systems 5 which the calling party and called party use are connected to the
network 1. A correspondence procedure based on convenience including
the time of the communication part 11 where the communications system 5
communicates via each communication equipment 3 and the network 1, and
called party, action, etc., The kind of communication equipment, a
telephone number, So that said information on the accumulating part 13
which registers the information about the receiving method of the
communication containing a mail address, and called party may be
analyzed and the calling party's communication equipment and the
communication equipment of called party may be connected. It has the
information informing part 17 which notifies the calling party of ID
(identification information) specified when receiving communication of the
communication controller 15 which gives directions, and called party in
said communication part 11.

[0012]In the system constituted as mentioned above, As various media
which can be used with said communication equipment 3, as shown in
drawing 2, An addresser and called party can use the telephone 21, FAX23,
Internet telephone 25, WWW27, and E-mail 29, and it can communicate
now free via the communications system 5 using the optimal
correspondence procedure for called party among these various media.
[0013]As shown in drawing 2, in this system Namely, the two-way
communication during a telephone, The communication not only to service
of existing, such as two-way communication between FAXes, but an E-mail
from FAX, The various communications including the communication to the
telephone from FAX and an E-mail, the communication to FAX from WWW,
the communication to the telephone from an Internet telephone, the
communication to the telephone from WWW, etc. can be performed with
the optimal correspondence procedure for called party.

[0014]Media conversion is performed as communication between different
media in this way, for example, the communication to FAX from WWW,
and the communication to the telephone from an Internet telephone are
shown in drawing 3.

[0015]Namely, in the communication to FAX from WWW. As shown in

drawing 3 (a), the alphabetic signal inputted from WWW browser 31 of the
client is transmitted to the converter 37 as a matching means which
measures consistency between media via the communication board 35 of a
server from the communication board 33 of a client, and it is changed into

FAX at the form in which an output is possible, It is transmitted to FAX via

a telephone line from FAX board 3.9. On the occasion of this consistency,
speech recognition, voice synthesis, image recognition art, etc. are used
suitably.

[0016]In the communication to the telephone from an Internet telephone,
The server 47 (it is a server which renews the address of a communication
destination, and) which performs a directory service via the communication
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boards 43 and 45 from Internet telephone 41 of a client as shown in

drawing 3 (b) If it accesses to a WWW server, a directory server, an
address server, etc. and a communication destination is specified through
an Internet telephone, the server 47 which performs a directory service will

connect an Internet telephone to the telephone of the
communications-partner point from the line switching board 49.

[0017]Next, with reference to drawing 4, how to accumulate the information
about the receiving method of the communication which contains the
correspondence procedure based on self convenience (time, action, etc.), the
kind of communication equipment, a telephone number, and a mail address
as the action addressee mentioned above in the accumulating part 13 of the
communications system 5 is explained.

[0018]There is the method of performing by the action addressee itself

requesting the registration to the accumulating part 13 of the information
about said receiving method from representatives who carry out directly,

such as a method and an administrator, to be shown in drawing 4. In the
method of the action addressee itself performing, the action addressee 51
accesses said information from WWW browser 53 at the communications
system 5, and registers said information into the accumulating part 13. In
the method of requesting from representatives, such as an administrator,
this representative will access the communications system 5 from the
console 55 of a system, and the action addressee 51 will register said
information into the accumulating part 13, if registration of said
information is requested from representatives, such as an administrator.

[ 0019] Items of connection include, types of communicating device
(telephone, FAX, E-mail), ID for connection (telephone number, address of
E-mail) and time available for such device to opera te(starttime, endtime).

[0020]In connection with communication device, when the communication
device of called party is usable time, the button of communication device is

displayed on WWW, and when usable in two or more communication
device, all the buttons of usable communication device are displayed.
[0021]Drawing 5 shows the example of the called party registration
information registered into the accumulating part 13 of the communications
system 5 as mentioned above. Table 1 shown in drawing 5 (a) has
registered the registrant using this system, i.e., called party. In the figure,
Mr. A, Mr. B, etc. are registered as a registrant.

[0022]Table 2 of drawing 5 (b) has registered media (communication device
) with each available registrant for every registrant with the number of

possession of each media. In Table 2, concretely, two sets and E-mail are
registered for three sets and FAX, and one set and an Internet telephone are
registered [ the telephone ] for one set and WWW like 0 etc.

[0023]Table 3 of drawing 5 (c) has also registered mail arrival time for
every media while registering ID for a number of registration (a telephone
number, an e-mail address, etc.) for every media. In this case, it is

necessary to register the media of an identical kind so that mail arrival
time may not be overlapped. In Table 3, it is registered that whose
telephone of the telephone number (media ID) "010-xxx-xxxx" can receive a



message at the mail arrival time 1 of 7:00-10:00 on Monday - Friday and the
mail arrival time 2 of 17:30-24:00, for example.
[0024]Next, an operation is explained with reference to the flow chart
shown in drawing 6 and drawing 7.

[0025]First, in drawing 6, if it is operated in order that the calling party
may look at the page as which said information on called party is

displayed on WWW, and the communications system 5 is accessed (Step
Sll), refer to the information on called party for the communications
system 5 to the accumulating part 13 (Step S13). This information is handed
over by the communications system 5 from the accumulating part 13 (Step
S15). The communications system 5 determines the button of the
communication medium displayed based on the information acquired from
the accumulating part 13, and displays it to the calling party (Step S17).
[0026]If the calling party chooses the communication medium of called
party from the information displayed on WWW ( Step SI 9) , the
communications system 5 will be requested to materialize communication
of the calling party and called party in the communication part 11, and
both communication medium will be specified (Step S21). And when the
communication part 11 tries connection with the communication medium of
called party, communication of (Step S23), the calling party, and called
party is materialized (Step S25).

[0027]Next, with reference to the flow chart of drawing 7, although it is the
almost same processing as drawing 6, the case where the decision
processing of the display information on called party is a little detailed is

explained.

[0028]An addresser accesses the communications system 5 and (Step S31)
and the communications system 5 acquire the information on called party
from the accumulating part 13 by clicking the information on called party
from the information currently displayed on the WWW browser (Step S33).
Media judge whether they are an available day of the week and time as the
communications system 5 acquiring media classification and media ID from
the accumulating part 13 (Step S39). (Step S35, S37) When it is an available
day of the week and time, the available information on called party is

determined from the available media of called party (Step S41, S43), the
calling party is returned, and •called party information is displayed on the
calling party's WWW (Step S45).

[0029]Tf the calling party chooses and clicks the displayed called party
information (Step S47) and the information on this selected action
addressee is transmitted to the communications system 5, in the
communications system 5, he will distinguish the classification of media,
and ID from this transmitted information on called party (Step S49), and
will notify the communication part 11. The communication part 11 connects
the media of the calling party and called party (Step S51, S53). Under the
present circumstances, in being required, as drawing 3 explained, it

performs media conversion.

[0030] As mentioned above, the action addressee registers into the
accumulating part 13 of the communications system 5 specific numbers etc.

which are used at convenience [ self ] (time, action, etc.) beforehand, such
as a telephone number of a communication medium and a communication



medium, and a mail address. And the calling party obtains the information
on the action addressee accumulated in the accumulating part 13 from the
information informing part 17 by connecting with the communication part
11 of the communications system 5 via the network 1 from a
communication medium. And the calling party requires that the
communication to called party should be connected to the communications
system 5 via a communication medium based on the information on the
action addressee displayed on the communication medium.

[0031]When receiving the request from the calling party to connect to the
called party in the network 1 via the communication part 11, the
communications system 5 obtains the information of the called party from
the accumulating part 13 and analyzing the information. The
communications system 5 determins, based on the analysis, the connecting
line(audio communication line, data communication line)and the telephone
number to be used by the called party and determins the communicating
device optimal fox the clalled party based on .the convenience thereof (time,
action, etc.). Then the communication system 5 notifies the determined
communication controller 15 the communication line and communication
device of each of the calling and called parties and requesting the
controller to connect both parties. Both parties is then permitted by the
controller 15 to connect each other through the communication part VL
When the communication between both parties is ended the communication
part 11 receives an information of disconnection between them and notify
the fact to the control ler 15. The controller 15 then makes both parties to
disconnect.

[0032]

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, according to this invention,
based on the convenience of the called party, beforehand the called party A
correspondence procedure, The information about the receiving method of
the communication containing the kind of communication device, a
telephone number, and a mail address is registered into the accumulating
part of the communications system, Since the calling party accesses said
accumulating part, and receives the information about said receiving
method arid it communicates from this information to the called party
using a correspondence procedure with the most sufficient convenience of
the called party, The action addressee can receive communication by the
optimal means of communication by self convenience, does not have the
calling party's impossible communication request, and can always give
priority to self convenience. The the calling party can communicate with
the called party by the optimal means of communication, without taking
the communication device of the called party into consideration.
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